[Compact genomes].
The number of procaryotic genomes (both Archaea and Bacteria) completely sequenced is rapidly increasing since the publication in 1995 of the first ever finished one, Haemophilis influenzae. The small size and "simplicity" of these genomes make them ideal models for training in genomic before attacking more complex genomes, but they have also great intrinsic interest. Preliminary analyses of these compact genomes have detected many orphan genes, even in organisms previously extensively studied, as well as many families of duplicated genes. A major task now is to identify the function of these orphans by a combination of in silico, biochemical and genetic analyses (examples will be presented). Several genomes of hyperthermophiles have been or will be completely sequenced soon. Many of their genes have commercial (stable proteins), as well as medical interest (crystallization of proteins with eucaryotic homologs involved in pathogenesis). However, further work with these genomes will require the development of genetic tools for these hyperthermophiles. The complete understanding of genome evolution, structure and function will require the sequencing of many genomes at the different levels of the evolutionary scale. Sequencing of genomes from closely related organisms can be relevant to study genome plasticity, whilst sequencing of genome from different domains (Archaea, Bacteria, Eucarya) can help to reconstruct the Last Universal Common Ancestor (LUCA). The latter is a difficult task and will require not only classical molecular phylogenetic studies (which can be sometimes greatly misleading) but also in depth comparative analyses of all central genetic mechanisms in the three domains to infer their respective evolution. The fundamental problem is to determine if the compact genome of procaryotes is indeed a primitive one (as suggested by the term procaryote itself) or if it has been compacted from a more complex one by evolutionary forces related to the procaryotic way of life. Finally, taking into account the extreme diversity of procaryotes and their metabolism, it should be kept in mind that beside a core of genes essential for cellular life, the myriad of procaryotic genomes contain a mine of non essential genes with potential commercial or medical application. The total number of these genes probably outnumber the total number of eucaryotic genes.